TAKE-HOME RAMEN KIT


SIDE DISHES
PHP



PHP

SHIO430

FROZEN GYOZA (12 pcs)540

Appreciate our Tonkotsu in its purest and most faithful form.
A true classic in savory salt-based tare.

Traditional Japanese pork dumplings, made with a complex
blend of seasonings, pork and vegetables. Our wrappers
are made fresh daily!

SHOYU460
Flavorful and brimming with umami, yet light on the palate.
Shoyu is soy sauce-based and has a bolder flavor than
Shio. Our most popular dish!

SUPER CHASHU

610

•

KARAAGE350

Five pieces of marinated bonless chicken thighs, deep fried
to a golden brown.
•

CHAHAN350

150 grams of double marinated and slow cooked chashu
for an even smokier version of our Shoyu. With chopped
chilis on the side.

Japanese style fried rice cooked with our signature shoyu
seasoning, roasted bits of chashu, egg omelette and spring
onions.

TANTANMEN490

EXTRA CHASHU

Sesame paste with ground pork cooked in chilis and finished
with a drizzle of chili oil. Creamy, nutty and delicate, bold
and spicy, all in one bite.

Three pieces of our delicious roasted pork belly.

EBI TONKOTSU

Roasted bits of Chashu, sautéed in sesame oil with Japanese
salt, leeks and toasted sesame seeds.

640

Roasted shrimp heads simmered in our signature Tonkotsu
broth. A smooth, creamy and highly seasoned broth
drizzled with Ebi oil, topped with squid rings scallops, Kani
and shrimp.

EXTRA CHASHU BITS (1kg)1,350

EXTRA RAMEN NOODLES

100

EXTRA TSUKEMEN NOODLES

140

TSUKEMEN

BEVERAGES

BONITO530

* SODA IN CAN

Our signature fermented skipjack tuna flakes simmered
in our pork bone broth and Shoyu seasoning.
Served with roasted chashu cubes and calamansi
vinegar on the side for your preference of acidity.

Coke | Coke Zero | Royal
Mountain Dew | Mug Root Beer

TOKUSEI520

Lemon | Raspberry | Strawberry
Apple | Peach

A flavorful stock made from kelp, skipjack tuna flakes and
dried mackerel mixed with Tonkotsu broth. Served with
ground pork and 2 slices of chashu.

KARAI TOKUSEI

275

560

A spicy version of our Tokusei. A miso base and several
types of chili are just a few of the 24 ingredients that this
dish is made with. Fiery and complex!
• Available for SOUTH deliveries only.
◊ Available in Metro Manila branches only.
* Drink availability varies per branch.

ALABANG | MAKATI | BGC | CEBU
*All prices are inclusive of VAT, and subject to 10% service charge.
Additional P150 Delivery Fee

* SOLA ICED TEA

STELLINA’S LEMONADE

80

120

120

Lemonade | Pink Lemonade
◊

STANFORD SHAW GINGER ALE

190

REMEDY ORGANIC KOMBUCHA

280

SAN MIGUEL SUPER DRY

130

SAN MIG LIGHT

130

ASAHI SUPER “DRY” BEER

160

* SAPPORO

170

SAN PELLEGRINO

190

MINERAL WATER

50

